By considering an unreliable oracle in a query-based model of quantum learning, we present a tradeoff relation between the oracle's reliability and the reusability of quantum state of the input data. The tradeoff relation manifests as the fundamental upper bound on the reusability. This limitation on the reusability would increase the quantum access to the input data, i.e., the usage of quantum random access memory (qRAM), repeating the preparation of a superposition of "big" input data on the query failure. However, it is found that, a learner can obtain a correct answer even from an unreliable oracle without any additional usage of qRAM-i.e., the complexity of qRAM query does not increase even with an unreliable oracle. This is enabled by repeatedly cycling the quantum state of the input data to the upper bound on the reusability. Introduction.-Quantum machine learning (QML) is a rapidly growing research field currently. A primary issues in QML is the identification of a quantum advantage over the classical counterparts [1] [2] [3] . A recent proposal of the quantum support vector machine (QSVM) [4] , providing an exponential speed-up in a classification task, can be considered as a paradigmatic achievement in this direction. Currently, the QSVM (and other variant QML proposals [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ) provides a standardized approach to achieve quantum speed-up-that is, to use the quantum state provided that a set of input data are superposed in a weighted distribution.
Introduction.-Quantum machine learning (QML) is a rapidly growing research field currently. A primary issues in QML is the identification of a quantum advantage over the classical counterparts [1] [2] [3] . A recent proposal of the quantum support vector machine (QSVM) [4] , providing an exponential speed-up in a classification task, can be considered as a paradigmatic achievement in this direction. Currently, the QSVM (and other variant QML proposals [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ) provides a standardized approach to achieve quantum speed-up-that is, to use the quantum state provided that a set of input data are superposed in a weighted distribution.
However, unclear aspects still exist in QML. In particular, whether the quantum advantage remains significant even when the cost to access "big" input data is considered needs to be clarified; i.e., whether classical input data can be transformed to a quantum superposition [9, 10] . In theory, at least, the quantum random access memory (qRAM) can accomplish the aforementioned task [11, 12] , even though its realization is far from trivial [13] . Subsequently, a question arises as to whether it is possible to reduce the qRAM query by reusing the quantum state of the input data that has been initialized once. The reuse of quantum data is limited because the information-extraction causes the state-disturbance, and/or due to the no-cloning theorem [14] , contrary to the classical machine learning that has no limitation in reusing the data [15] . However, an original state can be retrieved using weak measurements with non-zero probability [16, 17] . Hence, it is importnat to explore whether the reuse or recycle of the quantum state of the input data is possible, the quantum limit on the reusability, and whether it offers any advantage in QML.
The oracle's reliability also affects the learning performance significantly [18] . The effects by the unreliable oracle with missed answer or evasive answer (e.g. "I do not know") have been studied and shown to be tolerable in query-based models of classical learning [19, 20] . In particular, the learner can be polynomially dominated by a failure query rate of less than 1 2 [19, 20] . Such results were also drawn in QML [3, 18] . Furthermore, it was claimed that some quantum advantages are achievable with noisy oracles [21, 22] . However, the effects of the oracle's reliability on the complexity of qRAM query have not been studied in QML, even though recent speedups of QML hinge crucially on the low qRAM queries.
Herein, by casting a query-based model of quantum leaning with an unreliable oracle, we explore the fundamental limit on the reusability of the quantum state of the input data quantitatively. In particular, we present a tradeoff relation between the oracle's reliability and the reusability of quantum state of the input data. The tradeoff relation indicates that the more reliable the oracle, the lower is the reusability. It also manifests the fundamental upper bound on the reusability for given oracle reliability. Such a limited reusability of the quantum input data would impose the additional usage of qRAM, thus repeating the quantum access to the input data with query failure. However, it is found that the learner can, in principle, arrive at the correct answer with a single run of qRAM [28] , repeatedly cycling the quantum state of the input data to the upper bound of the reusability. This result implies that, if the traveling cost of the input data is neglected, an incomplete-oracle learner has the same complexity of qRAM query as that of a completeoracle learning.
Model.-Typically, machine learning is often formulated as an identification of a function c (referred to as a "concept" in the language of machine learning); it maps the input data x ∈ {0, 1} n (in arbitrary n-bit strings) to the target c(x) ∈ {0, 1}-i.e., a task of classification [23] . In contrast to classical machine learning, QML employs a set of quantum training data, i.e., |x and |c(x) ∈ {|0 , |1 }. Hence, we design a query-based QML
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A schematic picture of the query-based QML model. Firstly, the quantum random access memory (qRAM) initializes a superposition of "big" (say N ) input data. Then, the quantum oracleÔ(c) is employed. For a general scenario, O(c) is assumed to be unreliable, yielding an incorrect answer with a non-zero probability. The last post-processing block (dashed box) is responsible for the learning and the reuse of the superposed state initialized by qRAM (see the main text).
model, as shown in Fig. 1 . Our model is roughly composed of three blocks. The first block is the initialization of a quantum superposition of the 'big' input data |x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ). At least in theory, this task can be accomplished by casting the qRAM [11] ; more specifically, qRAM allows for the data to be read (or to be written) from arbitrary i-th memory cells [29] and creates the superposition of all N input data, denoted hereinafter as
where D i is a probability distribution of memory cells. We then consider the quantum learning oracleÔ(c) that is assumed to be unreliable, yielding an incorrect answer |c(x i ) ⊕ 1 with a certain probability [21] . The oracle operation is defined as
where
is the qubit state of the oracle-answer register. Here, we define the oracle's reliability with the factor L ∈ [0, 1]; for example,Ô(c) is perfectly reliable when L = 1, but is less reliable when L < 1. For the case when L = 0, the oraclê O(c) produces a completely random answer, yielding no information. We clarify that the queries to qRAM and O(c) are distinct; the qRAM query is engaged as the process of initializing a superposition [as in Eq. (1)] of the input data, while the oracleÔ(c) is queried about the legitimate learning output for the (superposed) inputs.
The last block is for post-processing, i.e., learning and the reuse of |ψ 0 in Eq. (1). Prior to those processes, the oracle's answer, or equivalently the learning information, should be identified within this block. Thus, a projection measurement M α is assumed first to yield (the information of) the oracles's answer, followed by sequential operations denoted byÛ mα . The information for learning can be extracted from the measurement outcome m α . After the measurement, m α is delivered to and utilized byÛ mα for the learning and/or reuse process. To recycle |ψ 0 , the operationÛ mα is manipulated according to the outcome m α and is applied to the output state ofÔ(c). Another projection measurement M β is performed after U mα . Here, we define the reusability, denoted by R, in terms of the overall probability of attaining |ψ 0 after the measurement M β .
It is worth noting that our model is conceptually equivalent to the conventional query-based model of learning [24] , by which the best speed-up is polynomial [25, 26] . However, employing such a model is sufficient to derive a quantitative relation between the oracle's reliability and the reusability of |ψ 0 .
Tradeoff relation.
-We herein present a tradeoff relation between the reliability L of the oracleÔ(c) and the reusability R of the quantum state |ψ 0 of the input data. For convenience in calculations, we rewrite Eq. (1) as the following form:
Here, X τ ⊂ {x i : i = 1, . . . , N } denotes a set of x i , satisfying c(x i ) = τ and ∪ τ =0,1 X τ = {x i : i = 1, . . . , N }. Subsequently, we introduce a set of Kraus operatorŝ A mα (m α = 0, 1), defined by the combination ofÔ(c) and M α . By adopting a fixed form ofÔ(c) aŝ
we can characterizeÂ mα such that
with the eigenvalues λ ± . The process of extracting the learning information is subsequently expressed as follows:
where P mα is given as
We also define an operatorR (mα) for the reuse process as the combination ofÛ mα and M β . The reuse process is subsequently expressed aŝ
where η (mα) is a non-zero complex number. Because1 1 − R (mα) †R(mα) is positive semidefinite, 
and by Eq. (11), we obtain η (mα) ≤ inf |ψ0 P mα . Subsequently, from Eq. (9), we can verify that inf |ψ0 P mα = λ − when ξ 0 −ξ 1 = −1 for m α = 0 and when ξ 0 −ξ 1 = 1 for m α = 1. It is worth noting that generally the initial state can be written with an arbitrary orthonormal bases and coefficients according to the choice of M α . Thus, for all m α = 0, 1, we can obtain η (mα) ≤ λ − . Then, the probability of attaining the reusable |ψ 0 , for an m α ∈ {0, 1}, is bounded as
We can finally obtain the overall success probability of the reuse, i.e., the reusability, as
This clearly shows that R is inversely correlated with and limited by L; i.e., that of a tight tradeoff relation between the reusability and the oracle's reliability. Note that our proof is valid for arbitraryÛ mα and M β . This result is in agreement with the theorem made in the informationtheoretic perspectives [17] . The tradeoff relation in Eq. (14) manifests the fundamental limit on the reusability of the quantum state of the input data in QML. The average reusable number is given by
and by Eq. (14), where we have n ≤ L −1 (L −1 − 1)-i.e., for a single run of qRAM, it is possible to continue the reuse of |ψ 0 , on average, less than L −1 L −1 − 1 . This implies that 'the higher the learning efficiency or equivalently the oracle's reliability, the lower is the reusability of the state of the input data. Such a limited reusability may impose the requirement of a higher rate of qRAM query, to access "big" input data.
Optimal usage of qRAM.-We herein demonstrate that the usage of qRAM can be optimized by cycling the state |ψ 0 of the input data to the fundamental bound to saturate the tradeoff relation. Hence, we consider an exemplary protocol as described below. The oracle operation is described by (16) with the states of the correct |c = τ and incorrect answer |c = τ ⊕ 1 . Subsequently, a measurement M α is performed, yielding the oracle's answer with outcomes m α ∈ {0, 1}. Given the measurement result m α ∈ {0, 1}, the post-measurement states |ϕ mα defined in Eq. (8) can be obtained [27] . The processes including the oracle and the subsequent measurement,Ô(c) + M α , result in a specific form of remaining state |ϕ mα , such that
where P 0 and P 1 are given in Eq. (9) and denote the probabilities of getting m α = 0 and m α = 1, respectively. Subsequently,Û mα is applied on the state |ϕ mα and an ancillary state |0 β . The optimalÛ mα can be chosen, according to the identified m α , to maximize the reusability R. Here, we can selectÛ mα in the form of 
Because Θ can be written in terms of L, the optimalÛ mα is determined depending on a given oracle's reliability 
. (21) After a secondary measurement M β is performed on the first mode of Eq. (21), the probabilities of the cases when the results are consistent (m β = m α ) and inconsistent (m β = m α ) are obtained, respectively, as
Then, it is inferred-observing Eq. (19)-that the correct query output |X τ can be extracted with the probability Q m β =mα , unless L = 0. In other words, we can confirm that the oracle's answer obtained in M α is correct if it is consistent with the outcome of M β , i.e., m α = m β . The overall probability of attaining |X τ is subsequently given as mα Q m β =mα P mα = 1 − R = L, satisfying the tradeoff relation. Meanwhile, for the case of inconsistent results, i.e., m β = m α , one can recover the state |ψ 0 of the input data, that is, conclusively reusable. It is worth noting that the probability Q mα =m β obtained in Eq. (22) is optimal, as described in Eq. (13) . Subsequently, the reusability can be calculated as R = mα=0,1 P mα Q m β =mα = mα=0,1 λ − = 1 − L, saturating the tradeoff relation in Eq. (14) . Therefore, in principle, |ψ 0 is allowed to be cycled until the correct output |X τ is extracted, by achieving the fundamental bound of the reusability. This indeed provides us an optimal process of query (in principle) without any additional qRAM queries caused by the incomplete oracle.
Remarks.-In summary, we have derived a tight tradeoff relation between the the reliability of the oracle and the reusability of the quantum state of the input data. It manifests the fundamental limit on the possibility of reusing a state, initialized as a superposition of the "big" input data for a single run of qRAM. The derived tradeoff relation indicated that the more reliable the oracle, the lower was the reusability. This would impose the additional usage of qRAM accessing "big" input data with the query failure. However, even with the limited reusability, the overall query process could be optimized by cycling the state initialized once. In particular, the optimized process was shown to saturate the fundamental upper bound of the reusability limited by the tradeoff relation. Remarkably, it was shown that the learner could, in principle, arrive at the correct answer without any additional qRAM queries caused by the incomplete oracle; for example, when the oracle produces incorrect answers, the quantum state of the input data could be recovered with post-processing to be used again for query. Such a process could be repeated until the correct answer is extracted. Thus, the complexity of qRAM query would not increase even with an unreliable oracle. These results will be crucial, since the low usage of qRAM is highly desirable in QML. We believe that our work will provide a fundamental and practical insight on the QML.
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